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Planning Commission Meeting: September 14, 2021 
Planning Commission Agenda Item: № #7a. 
Application Numbers: 21-12890V 
Applicant: SteMic Marine Construction, on behalf of 

James + Deborah Fowler, Property 
Owners 

 
 
RE: Consideration of an application filed pursuant to Land Development Code Section 

82-138, Application and hearing, for a Variance to Land Development Code 
Chapter 126, Article XIV, Division 2, Subdivision II – Accessory Marine Structures, 
Section 126-875 Waterward Extension, to allow for a the construction of a new boat 
dock and boat lift to exceed the maximum permitted waterward extension limit 
(i.e., more than the maximum allowed 20 percent width of the waterway) as 
measured from the approximate mean high water line of the abutting human-
made canal, accessory to a vacant residential parcel of land located at 5821 Pine 
Tree Drive (Lots 8B + 9B, Castaway Estates Unrecorded Subdivision – tax parcel No. 
11-46-21-T3-00900.008B). The application is submitted by SteMic Marine 
Construction on behalf of property owners James A. + Deborah N. Fowler. 
Application No. 21-12890V. 

 
ISSUES 

In considering the subject variance application the following issues should be 
addressed:  

1. Does the requested variance meet all seven standards listed in Section 82-140 of 
the Sanibel Land Development Code? 

2. If the variance is approved, what additional conditions, if any, should be 
placed on the development? 

 

 

City of Sanibel 
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COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
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PROPOSAL 

The applicant proposes to remove an existing boat dock and construct a new boat 
dock and boat lift on a vacant residential parcel of land abutting a human-made 
Castaway Estates neighborhood canal at 5821 Pine Tree Drive.   

A copy of the variance application and the applicant’s responses to the seven 
standards are provided as Attachment A.  A location map and site aerial photography 
is included as Attachment B. A survey of the subject property is provided as Attachment 
C. The existing dock layout is provided as Attachment D. The proposed dock and lift 
plans are provided as Attachment E. A memorandum from the Natural Resources 
Department, dated September 2, 2021 is provided as Attachment F. 

Existing Site Conditions 
The vacant subject property (see Attachment C) is approximately 20,425 square feet in 
net lot area and is situated on the southern side of Pine Tree Drive. Located on the 
northern side of a private Castaway Estates canal, the property has approximately 191 
feet of heavily vegetated shoreline. An existing T-shaped boat dock permitted in 1991 is 
present approximately 40 feet from the eastern side property line (see Attachment D). 
The immediately adjacent properties both contain existing boat docks while the vacant 
property directly across the canal has a boat dock and lift. The adjacent human-made 
canal ranges from approximately 82 to 84 feet in width measured between both 
respective mean high water lines.  

Proposed Site Conditions 

The applicant proposes to demolish the existing boat dock and construct a new boat 
dock with finger pier and a boat lift. The proposed plans (Attachment E) depict the 
dock and boat lift location and the placement within the same relative footprint as the 
existing dock. The plan shows a 4-foot x 17-foot access walkway leading to a 4-foot x 
40-foot terminal dock platform. An 11-foot x 12-foot boat lift is proposed adjacent to the 
western end of the terminal platform and situated so that a vessel would moor parallel 
to the shoreline.  

Due to the extensive mangrove vegetation along the shoreline (visible on page 3 of 
Attachment B), the landward edge of the proposed terminal platform must be located 
approximately 9 to 10 feet waterward of the mean high water line. The 4-foot wide 
terminal platform with attached boat lift are proposed to extend approximately 26 feet 
beyond the mean high water line. Land Development Code Section 126-875, 
Waterward extension, provides that no marine structure (including mooring pilings) shall 
extend waterward more than 20 percent of the width of the waterway. The subject 
canal is 84 feet wide at the location of the proposed boat lift, for a maximum 
waterward extension of 16.8 feet.  

As shown on Attachment E, the proposed dock and lift will extend approximately 9 feet 
beyond the maximum permitted. To accommodate the proposed dock and boat lift, 
the applicant requests a variance to the maximum permitted waterward extension - to 
extend an additional 9 feet beyond the 20 percent limit, for a total waterward extension 
of 26 feet.  
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Aside from the requested variance, the proposed dock and lift meet all other 
accessory marine structure standards of the Land Development Code, including 
maximum dock area (200 sq. ft. proposed vs. 320 sq. ft. allowed), side setbacks (27 feet 
proposed vs. 15 feet required), and maximum dock width (4 feet proposed vs. 8 feet 
allowed). Although not located equidistant from side property lines, the proposed dock 
conforms to enhanced side property line setbacks required by the Sanibel Code for 
structures not located equidistant from both side property lines.  

A vessel secured in the proposed boat lift would not extend across any extended side 
property lines and would extend the same distance into the canal as a vessel moored 
at the existing boat dock.   

Natural Resources Department Staff conducted a site inspection (see Attachment F) to 
evaluate the natural resource-related impacts of the subject variance application and 
commented that the subject human-made canal contains no seagrasses, oysters, or 
other protected marine organisms in the proposed dock and lift area. The applicant’s 
list of anticipated mangrove impacts was reviewed and there were no recommended 
revisions to the proposed plans to preserve mangroves. It is noteworthy that the existing 
dock is currently unusable due to the existing mangrove vegetation, and the proposed 
plans represent no more impact to mangroves than what is required to utilize the 
existing dock. Natural Resources does not have any objection to the proposed 
variance.  

ANALYSIS 
The Planning Commission may approve variances to certain requirements of the Land 
Development Code pursuant to Chapter 82, Article III, Division 3, Subdivision II of the 
Sanibel Code. The general standards to be used in evaluating variance applications 
are provided in section 82-140 of the Sanibel Code and are repeated here for 
convenience: 

The Planning Commission may grant variances upon finding all of the following: 

(1) Variance Standard #1: A literal enforcement of the particular regulation 
would result in undue and unnecessary hardship to a property owner 
because the particular shape, size, location or topography of a lot or parcel, 
or of a structure thereon, would cause practical difficulties that would 
deprive the owner of reasonable use and enjoyment of such lot or parcel in 
the same manner as other properties similarly situated. 

Staff Comments: The shoreline along the subject vacant property is heavily 
vegetated with mangroves that extend several feet waterward of the mean 
high water line. The existing boat dock is largely enveloped by mangrove 
vegetation in a manner that obstructs reasonable access and use of the 
dock. To comply with the waterward extension regulation, significant 
mangrove alterations and impacts would result if the proposed dock was 
located closer to the shoreline.  
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(2) Variance Standard #2: That the special conditions relate to unusual 
conditions peculiar to the specific lot or parcel or relate to special conditions 
of the structure involved, and are not generally applicable to other lands or 
structures similarly situated. 

Staff Comments: The hardship demonstrated is particular to parcels located 
along the shores of private subdivision canals with extensive mangrove 
vegetation. Some developed properties in the area have obtained 
mangrove trimming permits to maintain water views and reasonable access 
to marine facilities. The subject property is undeveloped and it is apparent 
that no mangrove trimming has occurred at this lot, nor at the vacant parcel 
directly across the canal.  

(3) Variance Standard #3: That the special conditions and circumstances do 
not result from actions taken by the applicant or proposed by the applicant, 
and are not otherwise self-imposed. 

Staff Comments: Special conditions of the subject property are not the result 
of any actions of the property owner, who has owned the property for less 
than six months, and are not self-imposed.   

(4) Variance Standard #4: That the applicant has taken all reasonable steps to 
mitigate or eliminate the requested variance by the acquisition of adjacent 
lands or the relocation or redesign of the structure involved. 

Staff Comments: The acquisition of adjacent lands is not an option and there 
is no reasonable alternative to redesign the plans that would alleviate the 
need for a variance to waterward extension.  

(5) Variance Standard #5: That the development or use of the subject parcel in 
some other manner than that proposed, in accordance with the applicable 
requirements, is not feasible. 

Staff Comments: Relief from the waterward extension limitation will not result 
in use of the subject parcel other than the proposed marine structures 
accessory to a residential parcel of land. 

(6) Variance Standard #6: That the requested variance will not be adverse to 
the developed neighborhood scheme and will not adversely affect the plan 
and scheme set forth in this land development code, and will not cause the 
proposed development to be inconsistent with the Sanibel Plan nor adverse 
to the health, safety and general welfare of the community. 

Staff Comments: There are numerous neighboring canal-front properties with 
boat docks and lifts, so the neighborhood scheme will not be adversely 
affected. The proposed 26-foot waterward extension by the boat lift will 
leave approximately 36 feet of clearance to the existing boat dock located 
to the south. The proposed dock and lift are located at least 40 feet from the 
dock to the east, and over 125 feet from the dock to the west. 
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(7) Variance Standard #7: That the variance granted is the minimum necessary 
to mitigate the hardship demonstrated. 

Staff Comments: The proposed 11-foot wide boat lift is of a standard size 
similar to others within the canal system. The proposed terminal platform is 4 
feet wide, and 3 feet is the minimum dock width allowed by the Sanibel 
Code. Staff finds a reduction of proposed dock width from 4 feet to 3 feet 
would strictly satisfy this standard, unless other specific considerations for 
safety is recognized by Planning Commission.   

The applicant’s response to the seven variance standards is provided as Attachment A 
to this Staff Report.  

PUBLIC COMMENT 

To date, staff has received no public comments pertaining to the variance request.   

CONCLUSION 

The applicant proposes a dock and boat lift design that presents no navigational 
obstruction to other marine vessels within the canal. The extent of the mangrove 
vegetation precludes any alternative design that moves the dock closer to the 
shoreline. The outermost piling of the proposed boat lift will extend the same distance 
into the waterway as mooring a vessel to the existing dock. Staff finds the application 
consistent with LDC Section 82-140, standards 1 through 6, and standard number 7 
could be strictly satisfied by reducing the terminal platform width to three feet, the 
minimum allowed by Code.  

If the Planning Commission finds that the application meets the seven variance 
standards, then Staff recommends the following conditions be included with the 
approval of the variance and the implementation development permit: 

1. The dock and boat lift structure shall not extend waterward from the mean high 
water line more than 26 feet – as shown on the proposed plans (Attachment E). 

2. Comply with the site plan provided as Attachment E, subject to revision of dock 
width from 4 feet (proposed) to 3 feet (minimum allowable), as to reduce the 
overall water-ward extension of marine accessory structures at the subject 
parcel. 

3. An as-built survey shall be submitted to the City demonstrating compliance with 
the approved plans prior to the issuance of the completion certificate. 

4. The minor trimming (≤25% of the leaf surface area) of branches and/or prop roots 
on four (4) red mangroves and one (1) white mangrove is authorized, and no 
mitigation is required unless the mangroves don’t survive the trimming.  

5. The alteration (removal or destruction) of four (4) red mangroves at 5”, 4” and 1” 
in diameter is authorized. Mitigation is required at a 2:1 ratio with 25-foot tall trees 
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for the 5” diameter tree, 20-foot tall trees for the 4” diameter trees, and 5-foot tall 
trees for the 1” diameter tree. Mitigation plantings must be installed on site and 
are subject to an 80-percent survival success criteria for five years following the 
date of initial planting. A mitigation plan must be submitted to Natural Resources 
for review and approval prior to issuance of the Development Permit. 

6. Any future trimming of mangroves to maintain dock access or views of the 
water, including trimming of mangroves installed as part of the approved 
mitigation plan, requires a separate annual mangrove trimming permit, and all 
permit conditions must be strictly adhered to.  If unanticipated or unauthorized 
impacts occur as a result of the project, additional mitigation may be assessed 
during the final inspection. 

7. All City-listed invasive exotic species of plants shall be removed from the property 
and the property must be maintained free of all eight City-listed invasive exotics 
in perpetuity.  

8. Conical piling caps or any other anti-bird roosting devices shall not be placed on 
the dock and lift pilings.   

9. Any proposed outdoor dock lighting shall be in compliance with the standards 
and requirements of the Land Development Code, including: 

a. Lights on docks, boat lifts, boat davits, and mooring pilings shall be no 
more than the minimum necessary as an aid to navigation and to 
illuminate the surface of the dock and access walkway as a safety 
measure for those walking on these surfaces at night. 

b. A light installed as an aid to navigation shall be in conformance with the 
U.S. Coast Guard standards. 

c. Existing or installed lights to illuminate the surface of a dock or walkway 
shall: 

i. Be a minimum of 11 feet apart. 

ii. Be so shielded and directed that the light falls only on the surface 
of the dock or walkway. 

iii. Use an incandescent bulb with a maximum of 25 watts. 

iv. Number no more than six (6). 

v. Be installed so that no part of the light fixture is more than 30 inches 
above the surface of the dock or walkway. 

10. All other standard requirements for accessory marine structures contained in the 
Land Development Code shall be met including, but not limited to, the following: 
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a. No fill or dredging is authorized by the approved variance or 
development permit. 

b. The height of the dock structure and boat lift pilings shall be limited to a 
maximum of three (3) feet and ten (10) feet, respectively, above mean 
high water. 

c. Materials used in the boat lift construction shall comply with the standards 
in Land Development Code Section 126-885. 

d. No double berthing of vessels shall be permitted. 

e. Roofing and enclosures are not permitted on any dock, boat davit, or 
boat lift structure, including mooring pilings. 

f. Turbidity screening shall be employed during subsurface construction, to 
remain in place a minimum of twenty-four (24) hours to ensure protection 
of water quality in the area. 

11. The applicant shall obtain all applicable City development and building permits 
and any approvals required from other governmental agencies, including the 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection and the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers.  

 

INDEX TO STAFF REPORT ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment    A – Variance Application and Applicant’s Response to Variance Standards 
Attachment    B  – Site Location Map and Aerial Photographs 
Attachment    C – Survey 
Attachment    D  – Existing Dock Layout 
Attachment    E  – Proposed Dock & Lift Plans 
Attachment F – Natural Resources Memorandum 
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Any future trimming of mangroves to maintain dock access or views of the water, including trimming of 
mangroves installed as part of the approved mitigation plan, requires a separate annual mangrove 
trimming permit, and all permit conditions must be strictly adhered to.  If unanticipated or unauthorized 
impacts occur as a result of the project, additional mitigation may be assessed during the final inspection. 

All City listed invasive exotic plants, including but not limited to, Brazilian pepper, lead tree, air potato, 
and mother-in-law’s tongue are required to be removed and the site maintained free of these pest plants 
in perpetuity. 

See attached photos, taken on July 29, 2021. 

 

Figure 1.  Google Earth 2017 aerial image 5821 Pine Tree Drive.          
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Photo 1.  Current shoreline condition with existing       Photo 2.  Existing dock access  
and proposed dock access                                                                         
  

    
Photo 3.  Looking west at proposed footprint                 Photo 4.  Looking west at proposed footprint      

                 terminus 
 

    
Photo 5.  Looking east at proposed footprint   Photo 6.  Looking east at proposed footprint  

 terminus 
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